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Tuesday

The B G News

Column
one
Photo of mural not
'Pais del Circo'
The photo of the Library
mural accompanying a story on
page 6 of Friday's News was
not "Pais del Circo," described
in the story. It was another
mural recently painted on the
Library's first floor.
"Paia del Circo," which is
Spanish for "Circus Landscape," was designed and
painted by four University
students-Lisa Fry, Cristine
Mercado, Sandra Shank and
Jay Blumenthal-and one Bowling Green High School student
Kim Gibson.
The.24-by-8^ foot work com
bined the best parts of five
separate designs, producing
Japanese and Chinese art, corntemporary landscape and a
Latin color scheme.
The News regrets the error.

Inside
News
McDonald dining hall gets the
ok from the state health inspector. Page 5.
As the new chairman of the
Faculty Senate Dr. Bill
Reynolds sees his role as more
custodian than advocate. Page
5.
Students put some extra effort into adding a personal
touch to their dorm rooms.
Page*.

Weather
Sunny. High 73 F (23c), low
52 F (lie). 10 percent chance of
precipitation.
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Not so happy:
Vandalism leads to Happy Hours limit
by Lisa Bowers
staff reporter

The University Activities Organization has
limited Happy Hours to three times a quarter,
chiefly because of property damage in the Union.
The decision, announced at Friday's Happy
Hours, was reached by UAO board members
after much discussion and evaluation of past
Union budget records, UAO President Bob
Rotatori said yesterday.
"There was a lot of vandalism during most
Happy Hours, and evalutation of budget records
showed the Union budget was faltering,"
Rotatori added.
Happy Hours is a mixer in the Falcon's Nest
from 2:30-5:30 p.m. for students Fridays who
want inexpensive beer and good music.
UNDER THE UAO decision, Happy Hours will
be held the first and last week of every quarter
and during other special events, including
Homecoming, Mardi Gras and Good Times
Weekend.
Rotatori stressed that UAO will evaluate the
Happy Hours issue again at the end of fall
quarter to see if Happy Hours is "worth the price
the Union pays to make students happy."
Tom Misuraca, director of UAO programming,
said the Union has sustained damages to doors
and windows, and restrooms have been "ripped
apart." Towel dispensers have been torn and
sinks loosened from the walls, he said.
"We have also had complaints from people
who have found students who went to Happy
Hours lying in the bushes," Misuraca said.
"There has also been destruction in the dorms."
ROTATORI SAID UAO was having difficulty
finding volunteers to work at Happy Hours.
"The UAO workers take so much abuse from

the people at Happy Hours that most committee
members dread working there. People have beer
fights and give the workers a rough time," he
said.
Misuraca said the board was not pressured by
the University in reaching its decision, and added
that he only gave input when the board asked him
about the Union budget.
Falcon's Nest Manager David Maley said he
was "disappointed in the decision because he
considers Happy Hours a "Friday afternoon
tradition."
"I THINK Happy Hours is good. There is some
abuse in the Union but last year there was less
damage than the year before," he said.
Maley said limiting Happy Hours to three
times a quarter probably will cut down on the
Nest's business on Fridays.
Arlene Layman, director of Union administrations, supported UAO.
I feel the students deserve to be commended
for taking a stand on this issue because they probably will be criticized by a good number of the
students," Layman said.
SHE ADDED that the Union has spent a lot of
money repairing and replacing windows, carpet
and other materials because of destruction during Happy Hours.
Fayetta Paulsen, associate vice provost of
residence life, said she "applauds any decision
that will help reduce the amount of drinking on
campus."
"We have indirectly tried in many ways to
reduce misuse of alcohol on campus, such as our
decision to ban weeknight beer blasts in the Commons," she said. "There is a lot of interest on the
campus to reduce misuse of alcohol."

Moore is recuperating;
plans to return this week
University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. will
return to his office on a limited basis this week,
after a stay in a Toledo hospital, University Vice
President Richard Edwards said yesterday.
The president was admitted to the Medical College of Ohio last Tuesday for treatment of a bronchial condition, Edwards said. He added that
Moore may be in his office tomorrow and
definitely will return for the University Board of
Trustees meeting Thursday morning.
Yesterday officials at the Medical College said
they did not know when Moore would be released.
The president's illness is similar to the condition which prompted his three-week leave of
absence last November, Edwards said.
Despite the reoccurrence of that illness, Dr.
Richard Eakin, executive vice provost for plann-

ing and budgeting; Clifton Boutelle, director of
news services; and Edwards said they were
unaware that Moore could be suffering from a
more serious illness than the bronchial condition.
"He (Moore) has a resistance problem and has
to pace himself," Edwards said.
He added that the president's illness was "no
cause for alarm since there was no backlog of
issues or problems" last week.
Yesterday, Edwards took charge of University
affairs in the absence of Michael Ferrari, provost and executive vice president.
Ferrari, who usually would be the ranking
University administrator during Moore's
absence, was attending a conference yesterday
and today, his secretary, Bonnie J. Lucht, said.

staff photo by Mark Oberst
Linda Hartschuh. a senior Business Education major, relaxes against ■ pillar outside the Education Building as she does her afternoon reading.

Anderson's daughter campaigns on campus Expertscaii
noise law
'a joke'

Opens local
headquarters

by Gary Benz
staff reporter

by Paula Wlnslow
staff reporter

Joe Maskovyak scurried about the
Union Oval, shifting folding-chairs
and fidgeting with a microphone atop
a slightly worn wooden podium.
He cursed the inoperative electronic
gadgetry, which had been working only moments before.
"I don't know what happened here.
We were cooking," Maskovyak, a
University political science instructor, told a group of students, faculty
and others assembling on the lawn to
hear Eleanora Anderson campaign
for her father, independent presidential candidate John Anderson.
She was in Bowling Green Friday
for the opening of the local Anderson
campaign headquarters at 128 W.
Wooster St and had been scheduled to
swing onto the campus for some stumping among the students.
WHILE AWAITING Anderson's
eldest daughter, Cindi Butler nervously supervised fellow volunteers for the
Unity Campaign to Elect John Anderson.
She directed one jeans-clad student
to pick up a homemade sign touting
the virtues of the Illinois congressman.
"Pick up a button, too," she suggested, pointing to a pile of red
"Anderson for President" buttons.
"No, I've got my own," the student
said. His read "Question Authority."
ONE STUDENT sported an erroneous sign that read, "Eleanor (sic)
for first daughter."

Eleanora Anderson, daughter of presidential candidate John Anderson, stirs up support for dad. She was In town Friday to open the local

Another sign-carrier walked to the
Oval from in front of the Union, after
trying unsuccessfully to lure thirsty
students from Happy Hours to hear
Anderson's daughter.
Two Raggedy Ann-like characters

photo by Dean Koepfler
campaign headquarters at 128 W. Wooster St. in Bowling Green.

made an unexplained appearance, cuts at a local shop.
"We had no idea this was going on,"
conspicuously dressed in fire-red
wigs and rainbow colored costumes. one of the masqueraders confessed.
While campaign workers pushed
FINALLY ELEANORA arrived, onAnderson propaganda, the clowns ly a few minutes behind schedule, and
gave away discount coupons for hair- gave an informal speech to a quiet.

but responsive crowd of about 75 people.
She talked about her father's
"courageous" stands on major campaign issues-for stricter energy concontinued on page 6

Depending on who you talk to, Bowling Green's new noise ordinance lies
somewhere between ludicrous and effective.
According to two experts, it's "a
joke." According to Patrick Ng, the
councilman who introduced the law, it
should be an effective law enforcement tool.
Howard R. Schecter, a director with
the Technical Assistance Center of the
Region V Noise Program, a division of
the Environmental Protection Agency, called the ordinance ludicrous,
mainly because it is discriminatory,
he said.
He said the law does not provide
protection for people at home during
the day. The city's ordinance sets
noise levels between 11 p.m. and 7
a.m. Monday-Saturday, and all day
Sunday.
"ITS TOTALLY discriminatory the
way it's written," he said. "It'll curb
loud parties, but you need more than
loud parties curbed."
Schecter's observations were
shared by George McClain, the Ohio
Department of Health's noise consultant.
"It's a joke. They really rushed into
it, they should have consulted with
me. I could have made it enforceable."
McClain agreed with Schecter that
the ordinance is discriminatory but
not just to the point of excluding those
at home during the day.
"IT WAS obvious from when I first
continued on page 7
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Opinion
Administration gives
ACGFA its best shot
W' e certainly are glad to see that the University has
issued that is meant to add consistency to the selection
of members of the Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations, the body that distributes students general fee
money.
But while we applaud the intent to reform the selection
process, we can't help but think that the problem of fair fee
distribution will not be entirely solved.
As a means to guard against a repeat of last year's fiasco
(having an all-white, all-male committee-a situation causing a stir among minority and women groups), ACGFA
now will have eight members to be designated by those
special interest groups and whom will be chosen according
to each group's procedures. Another four positions will be
for undergraduate representatives who will be picked in a
campus wide election in November.
The plan has everything the groups on campus could
want: guaranteed representation for minorities and
women and the chance for the average student to try for
the committee. Add the graduate and faculty positions on
ASGFA, and the plan seems like a healthy way to guard
against another lop sided ACGFA.
But we can't help feel a little uneasy about how well the
plan will work. One administrator has expressed his trust
that students will continue to exhibit sound judgment in
distributing the money as they have in the past.
But that may be the biggest stumbling block to the plan.
Students at the University have poor track record for turning out for any elections. Just look at Student Government
Association elections.
The issue of ACGFA has been a thorn in the administration side for quite a while, and it's a shame that any planno matter how equitable under the circumstances will not
meet with total success because of the apathy of students.
While we favor the intent of the plan, it's going to take time
to convince us that it will work. We just hope that a good
alternative won't fall by the wayside because of petty
bickering of indifference on the part of the people who are
supposed to make it work.

LEAGUE OF WOMEN
VOTERS
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How running can be hazardous to your health
"Welcome to Bowling Green" was
the warm greeting last week from a
wide variety of University students,
faculty, staff and administrators.
Then, like many others these days, I
put on my running shoes and hit the
streets.
If I were placing a bet, I'd not have
bet that within the first half mile, my
first day out on a training run in Bowling Green that I would almost be run
down by a young motorist trying to
beat the light, or nearly get hit by a
mother rushing her seven-or eightyear-old daughter to a ballet lesson
and failing to give way to a stop sign,
nor just about be run down by a student on a 10-speed changing sides on
the sidewalk so often that I quit guessing and came to a stop till he passed.
Then, having escaped these nearaccidents and having toured the
riorth-south-east sections of campus
and the city (including climbing the
'mountain' on the golf course and surviving, I decided Saturday that I
would head out into the country. Only,
I forgot that on a beautiful sunny day I
could be striding along a mile-long
straight section of narrow two-lane
country road only to be startled off the
road by a character who put his
"pedal-to-the-metal" a half mile
behind me and insisted on picking up

The hunt for the running mates
WASHINGTON - You don't hear
much lately from the vice presidential
candidates, George What's-his-name,
and Fritz You-know-who-I-mean. The
problem is that all the media are zeroing in on Carter and Reagan, and not
paying attention to the men who could
be only a heart-beat away from the
presidency.
I was starting to worry about this so
I decided to find out where they were.
My first call was to Reagan Headquarters.
"Is George there?" I asked.
"George who?"
"George Bush."
"Just a minute, I'll see if someone
in the office knows him."
The voice came back on the phone a
few minutes later.
"Is he a volunteer or a paid
employee?"

"He's Reagan's running-mate. He
was selected after Gerry Ford turned
Reagan down."
"The name does ring a bell. Let me
transfer you to someix>dy who might
know where he is."

Focus
Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

Another voice came on the phone.
"Reagan Headquarters, personnel
department"
"Yes, I'm trying to locate a George
Bush, who is Ronald Reagan's
running-mate."
"You'll have to be more specific
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than that. Do you have a description
or a Social Security number, or
anything?"
"He's rather tall and thin and looks
very much like an Ivy Leaguer. I don't
have his Social Security number and
the last time anyone saw him was on
the platform with Ronald Reagan at
the Republican National Convention
in Detroit. He was holding up Ronald's
hand."
"We can't keep track of everyone
working for Reagan. They come and
they go. Why don't you put an ad in the
paper?"
"I don't want to find him that badly.
But if he turns up will you call me?"
"You have to be kidding. We're running an election campaign, not a missing persons bureau."
I decided to see if I'd have any more
luck with Fritz Mondale. I called the
Carter Headquarters.
"Any news on Vice President Mondale?" I asked.
"No, should there be?" the voice
said.
"You don't happen to know where
he is right now?"
"If he isn't at a state funeral for
some foreign leader, he's probably
opening a post office somewhere. He
only comes around the office to pick
up his mail."
"But is he still Carter's runningmate?" I asked.
"As far as I know. But you had better check that one out with the White
House. They never clue us in on what
they're doing from one day to the
nest."
"I'd like to get in touch with Mm if I
possibly can."
"Have you looked in the Yellow
Pages under Vice Presidents? He
might be listed there."
"I hadn't thought of that. You've
been a big.help."
© MM, Lou Angeles Times Syndicate

speed just before passing me from
behind and coming as close to me as
possible! The sun wasn't even in his
eyes!
Then I haven't mentioned the fact
that I made a wrong turn and wound

Focus
Fred Wolven
director of student publications

up alongside a drainage ditch with its
sewer stench dogging me for a mile
before I could escape on another road.
I would have given up running some
time ago if I let these kind of minor
situations bug me too much. But I
have some suggestions for others who
may like to avoid the unnecessary:
•If you can jog on a street with a
sidewalk, use it;
•If you are riding a bicycle and approach a runner from behind,
remember runners can't always hear
you approach so please be wary;
•If you are walking and know a runner or runners are approaching from
behind, remember they try to pass on
your left (and thoughtful runners will
give a warning, "passing on your
left"). Please, don't move over into
our path;
•Never play chicken with an oncoming car if you run in the country.
Give way-to the ditch if need;
•When running on the road, always
run facing traffic;
•If driving a road used by runners,
please give them some room;
•If a woman and you must or want
to run alone, only do so in the daylight,
not in umpopulated areas; and always
let someone know where your route
will take you and when you expect to
return;
•Always be sure especially (if you
go on runs of more than six to ten
miles) to carry a dollar bill and a
quarter; the bill will get you a sandwich and the quarter is to phone for a
ride home if needed;
•Use common sense and avoid the

heavy traffic streets and don't dart in
and out of traffic like bicyclists do;•Take it easy-better the carefully
paced run than the sprint; you'll meet
your personal goal easier and be
ready for the up-coming Oct.5 race instead of nursing a pulled or stretched
muscle on race day;
•And, like the experts say, do the
warm-up exercises and stretching
both before and after every run.
So much for free advice.
After you become used to the dodgecar game, and the pain of too much
too soon, you may have time (as I did
this afternoon) to notice the pheasant

crossing the road, inhale the aroma of
grain from a late fall harvest, find all
matter of interesting ideas lingering
in your mind as you run and much,
much more.
Returning from today's run, I noticed the town's steeple set against a
blue sky, and feeling the refreshing
breeze against my back and the warm
sun on my head I knew that running
and jogging is a great mental activity
as well as a first-rate physical exercise. As a runner, I see the world up
close, something I can't do in a car
nor on a bicycle. Enjoy, and welcome
to Bowling Green.

How do I miss home,
let me count the ways
living at home was so easy. Despite
endless lectures on getting in at a decent time (what's wrong with 5:30
a.m.?) and not making the phone a
permanent part of my anatomy, I had
it made.
It wasn't until now that I realized it
though.
Perhaps the new appeal of the old
home and old home town began when
I stood in my first cafeteria dinner
line, or laundry line, or phone line, or
shower line, or...
It gets especially crazy in shower
lines. People all try to be courteous
and HURRY. For that reason my
roommate bought her first bottle of
Neet hair remover. She claims you
can actually feel it eating away the
hair, UGH!
AND WHATEVER happened to
opening the refrigerator, which mom
somehow always had stocked with
something better than last week's
yogurt, and fixing a quick BLT during
the second hour of phone conversation
with Becky, who just met the man of
her dreams for the fourth time that
week?
Though there were some people I
was more than happy to leave, losing
touch with old friends (like Becky)
was a major concession to going to a

distant college. She never batted an
eye when I'd tap dance on the
cafeteria table or skip down main
street whistling "Chitty, Chitry, Bang,
Bang." In fact, she always would join
in. That is a real friend!

Focus
Rosanne Danko
University student

She was also the kind of person who
understood my offbeat taste in music.
I never needed to hide under headphones because no one has ever heard
of the Monkees or the B-52's.
Of course, with the headphones on,
and while I am trying to finish three
more acts of the play I am reading for
theatre class, I lose track of time.
Mom just isn't around the corner yelling, "Hey, you have a 8:30 a.m. class
tomorrow so you better get to bed. It's
past 3 a.m. already!"
OH NO! Speaking of time, I just
noticed the little hand is on the two
and the big hand is rounding the nine
and I really do have a 8:30 a.m. class
tomorrow, so...
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Worshipping away from home

University to host
annual conference
of administrators

Variety of ministries available to meet needs
by Jo* Hanak
copy •dltor

Students searching for a place to
worship will find numerous opportunities, both on and off campus, to fill
their spiritual needs.
Active Christians Today is a
nondenominational campus ministry
which is "dedicated to Christ and big
on the Bible," said Steve Schertzinger, one of ACTs two campus
ministers. ACT offers a Sunday worship service at 10:30 a.m. in the Community Suites, Union, an evening
fellowship on Tuesdays in the Alumni
Room, Union, and a variety of Bible
studies at the ACT Campus House, 612
E. Wooster St.
Bruce Montgomery, the other ACT
campus minister, said the Campus
House is a place for students to find
fellowship, to relax or to talk to one of
the ministers.
In addition to the meetings, ACT
also is involved in nursing home
visitation and jail ministry and has a
small choir.
Baptist Student Union, 303 Thurstin
Ave., is an organization for students of
any Christian background, according

to Mary Beasley, co-director of BSU open worship at Prout Chapel. Sponsored by the Fellowship of Christian
with her husband, Kevin.
Students, Charts Community tries "to
BSU offers several Bible studies, a provide with Biblical teaching to the
choir that sings at churches whole person-body, soul and spiritthroughout Ohio, an open house on that Christianity should have
Thursdays at 7 p.m. featuring something to say about all daily
speakers and fellowship, and a chance issues," Pastor Jim Barth said.
to visit nursing homes and children's
homes.
The Navigators is an international,
Beasley said the main goal of BSU is interdenominational Christian
"to nurture Christians and their walk ministry geared toward people inwith God and to share the story of terested in discipleship, according to
Christ with others." She added that Mike Sabo, director.
the BSU center "provides a place to
He said Navigators tries to
get together with other Christians and
a chance to get away from campus." strengthen a person's "walk with
God" through Bible studies and
Campos Crusade is an In- prayer, and their relationships with
terdenominational Christian move- other people through fellowship and
ment, according to Doug Franck, a witnessing their faith
Crusade staff member.
St. Thomas More University Parish,
"The purpose of Campus Crusade is 425 Thurstin Ave., in addition to its
to train the Christian in evangelism weekend worship services, offers a
and discipleship and to give students variety of educational opportunities.
an opportunity to understand how Classes on Contemporary Theology
Christ can be relevant to their own and Religion and Culture are taught
life," Franck said.
by Father James Bacik; an introducHe said Crusade offers small group tion to the Old Testament is led by
Bible studies and fellowship groups.
Father John Blaser; a Catechist
Training Program is coordinated by
Charts Community, 715 Haskins Sister Joyce Lehman; and a multiRoad, meets at 9:30 a.m. Sunday for media program focuses on Romans 8.

Sister Pat Schnapp said there are
opportunities for students to get involved in the weekend liturgies as
musicians, readers and artists, or
with volunteer programs such as
organizing recreational activities for
Hispanic children and visiting the
Maumee Youth Camp.

The University has been selected to host the 14th annual Williams
Midwest Regional Conference of Academic Affairs Administrators.

United Christian Fellowship, 313
Thurstin Ave., is sponsored by eight
different church denominations and
works with several local churches in
ministering to students.

The conference will be held Oct. 2-3 in the Grand Ballroom,Union.
The theme of this year's conference is "New Decade, New Students,
New Challenges: Recruitment, Advisement and Retention in the M's."
Jim Hodge, conference coordinator, says the timeliness and importance of the issues being dealt with should make the conference a
valuable experience for anyone working in or planning to enter the field
of college administration.

On Sundays at 6 p.m. a Faith and
Life Forum features speakers, films
and programs that "attempt to relate
issues of religious beliefs to daily
life," Rev. Ross Miller said.

The conference is set up to allow participants to attend workshops
dealing with their individual interests and needs. The workshops will
cover topics like "Selling Academic Advising to Faculty and Administrators," "Evening It Out: Services for Adult Returning
Students" and "Peer Advising in the College of Health and Community
Service." There also will be 14 workshops that will present model programs from many of the attending colleges.

Also offered at UCF are community
service programs such as working
with the handicapped at Wood Lane
School and senior citizens in Wood
County.
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E.
Wooster St., has worship service at
10:30 a.m. Sunday and Silent Communion at 10 p.m. and midnight on
Tuesdays. Also offered are Bible
studies and a period of fellowship called "Reflections."

More than 100 people are expected to attend from colleges all over
the Midwest
People interested in attending the conference should register in the
Grand Ballroom from 8-9 a.m. on Thursday, Oct. 2. Registration fee
for local residents is $5. A $38 fee is requested from all others.

Briefs
Parachuting class

4-H organizational meeting

A parachuting class is being offered on Thursdays this
quarter by the Office of Continuing Education.
Registration is $45 plus $30 for air transportation and
parachuting equipment for the 7-9:30 p.m. sessions.
Students will receive eight hours of jump training and
four hours of experimental training. Sign -up is in 300
McFall Center. A limited number of openings are
available.

The University 4-H club will have its organizational
Thomas O'Hara, chairman of the board of trustees of
meeting today at 8:30 p.m. in 110 Business Administra- the National Association of Investment Clubs and editor
tion Bldg.
of Better Investing magazine, will speak on "Building a
Future for the Investor" at the fall meeting of the Northwest Buckeye Council of Investment Clubs today at
7:30 p.m. The meeting will be held in the meeting room of
Insurance Club meeting
the Huntington Bank Building, 130 S. Main St. It is free
The Insurance Club will meet tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in and public.
111 Business Administration Bldg. It also will have an informational booth on the first floor of the building today. Correction

Management Club drive

Today through Friday, the Management Club will be
holding a membership drive from 8:15 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Students for Anderson
on the first floor of the Business Administration Building.
Students for Anderson will hold an organizational
The $7 dues can be paid at the sign-up table or at the first meeting today at 9:30 p.m. in 100 Business Administrameeting on Oct. 8, at 7:30 p.m.
tion Bldg. Those unable to attend, call 354-1809 or 3524841.

Investment Club meeting

International Coffee Hour
The World Student Association will host an International Coffee Hour in the International Lounge, 17
Williams Hall, today from 1:30-3:30 p.m. It is public.

KEY informational meeting
A general staff and informational meeting will be held
at 7 p.m. tomorrow in The KEY office for all students interested in working on the 1981 KEY staff. Anyone with
talents in writing, photography, graphics, sales,
marketing or public relations is invited.

Last Thursday's issue of The BG News incorrectly
stated that student-registered cars may not park in Lot A
(behind Hanna Hall) from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m. any day of the Skating Club meeting
week. Lot A can be used for student-registered cars 9
The University Skating club will meet tonight from 8-10
p.m. to 7 a.m. Monday through Friday. It also can be used
for parking from 9 p.m. Friday to 7 a.m. Monday.
at the Ice Arena.

Burlinqton
Optical
1616 E. Wooster, Stadium Plaza, Bowling Green
OPtN M0N., TUIS.. THURS. & FRI. 9 6; WID. A SAT. 9-2

PH. 352 2533

Dr Robert E. Klein O.D & Associates Optometrists

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Find
yourself
in the
woods.

Contact
Lenses
2 PR HARD LENSES OR
I PR SOFT LENSES

Some of our classrooms aren't classrooms, like Land Navigation and Orienteering. Rifle
Marksmanship or RappeUmg and Survival Techniques.
Orienteering it's an old sport recently increasing m exposure It's navigating crosscountry with only a compass and map as your guide
Rifle marksmanship an Olympic and Intercollegiate sport. Practical application of
shooting skis in a challenging Olympic style environment
Rappeling descending a precipice by rope and the seat of your pants
Many Army ROTC courses offer you a challenge and at the same time a fun experience
Courses are absolutely no obligation and the 2 credits you earn apply
towards your graduation requirements.
If you're looking for a chatenge. enrol in Military Science 102 Rappeting or Rifle
Marksmanship sections or Military Science 103 Land Navigation /Orienteering.
Rappelino • 2 Credits
Section 3957
Time: Arrange
3958
Tim* 2:304:30 M
Map Reading Mills - 2 Credits
Section 3903
Time: Arrange

Weapons Marksmanship - 2 Credits
Section 3959 Time: 10:30-12.20 T
3950 Time: 9:30-11:20 M
3951 Time: 8:30-10:20 W
3 8
* 2 Time: 2:304:30 Ft

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
nation, contact:

Don Edward* at 2-2476

PRICE INCLUDES LENSES, FITTING FEES,
6 MO. FOLLOW-UP VISITS & COLD STERILIZATION KIT
»ln WiiatonSnli

Bock to College Special!

Convenience
Pack
$
COMPUTE PACK
OF SOFT CON I AC 1
LENS CARE
SOLI It IONS

Now available . . .

BAUSCH&LOMB

8

J month »uppi)r

Miracon
Soft Contact Lenses
FOR THf CORRECTION OF ASTIGMATISM

Check our special prices'

. BURLINGTON guarantees your net* glasses «o< on*
year from data ol purchase Any broken pad anil be
repaired or replaced free of charge Just bring broken
glasses and orool o< purchase lo any Burlington Op
heal Center lor prompt service Service does nol cover
toss theft or scratched frames of lenses
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ClassifiedsCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION

THE $74.95
DIPLOMA.

To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday.
Under the new
policy, all individual
classifieds must be
prepaid. The deadline
for placing ads is 3
p.m., 2 days before
publication.
Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimumapprox. 25 spaces a
line
• Boldface 50 cents
extra
Phone 372-2601 for
further information.

(Save up to $20 on Siladium College Rings.)
Siladium rings are made from a fine jeweler's
stainless alloy that produces a brilliant white lustre. It is unusually strong and is resistant Mb
to deterioration from corrosion or skin
xS?
reactions.
In short, it's quality and durability at an
affordable price.

LOST » FOUND
Sorry, 1 stopped payment on my
checks, without them I'm not a
wreck, BUT friends' pictures are
irreplaceable and without my
IP's I'm miserable! Please
return my brown wallet
checkbook Thanks Arlene
353 5930
REWARD
Please return blue
duffle bag & contents taken from
corner of Ridoe& Enterprise. No
Questions askad 352-7W.

Both men's and women's Siladium ring
styles are on sale this week only through
your ArtCarved representative.Trade in
your 10K gold high school ring and save
even more.
It's a great way of saying you've earned it.

WIDBl
Need ride to Cincinnati Oct. 3 5,
share expenses. Coll Karen
352 2837

/KOFVED

S1RVIC1S
Building to store compact car on

part time basis in 6.G. area. Call
353 2102 alter i:4jpm.
Export typing. Reasonable rat«s.
MM3M.
PERSONALS
SIGNUP NOW for a U. A O. Stu
dent Rec. Center Mlnl-Courael
Radio News Is on the sport radio
News Is local, national and
worldwide. Radio news gets you
informed. Radio news Is on
WFALMtAM.
Nancy and Jeff
Congrats on
your CHI O
KAPPA SIG
Lavellering. Love, the Ridge
Gang. PS. Did you like the P.
Light?
.
CUSTOMIZED T-SHIRTS. Jarlies and Sportswear group rates
for date parties. Dorms, Fraternity, Sorority. Low cost ■ Fast
Delivery. Call Tim Mi-Mat.
RUSH PHI TAU Tonight, lake •
gamble at Phi Taus' Casino
night. For the good times. Rush
Phi Kappa Tau.
Congratulations Col. F.F. on
your A TO Lavallerlng with Jean.
Visit
The Great Irrtergalactlc
Ocwehnwt Shop
Alpha Tau Omega Rush Tonite at
>:30all BGSU Men are Welcome
Runners Joggers •
See our new running clothes at
the
Falcon House W4 E. Woostor.
Spenco Sports Medicine Products: 2nd skin, skin guard tape,
insoles, etc. Falcon House. 904 E.
Woostor.
ATTENTION SKIERS: Member
ship and Aspen informational
meeting for all ski enthusiasts
Oct 1st atl:00lnMSC 2)0.
Journalism students: Become a
part of the No. t journalism
society
SPJ Applications
available NOW In J School.
CLOGS' CLOGS! CLOGS'
Handcrafted in my Vermont
workshop S2O-S20. FREE
catalog: Danform Clogs Box
21* Wlnooskl, Vt. 05404

SENIOR
PLACEMENT
MEETINGS
Sept. 30 Oct. 2, 10:30 AND2:30.
Univ. Hall,
ATTENTION GREEKS AND
OTHER CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS! I
dorm halls. Intramural team,
professional clubs, etc. If you
need TShirts. Shorts, visors.
Sweatshirts or any type of sport
swear, screen printed on, come
on In or call and ask for an ap
pointment with one of our
representatives. We print
anything on anything, guarantee
quality, have Low Low prices
and quick courteous service!
East Court Sportswear, 117 E.
Court St. 352 1097 (Next to the
Brafhaus)
SENIORS...Stan your career In
the fast lane...attend senior
placement meetings.
BURRITTOS BURRITTOS BURRITTOS
143 E. Woostor Hl-OOOD
SENIORS...attend job hunting
workshops., call 372 23S6 for
details.
SENIORS...Beat the tight iob
market...attend senior place
ment meetings. Unlv Hall, 1030
and 2:30. Sect. 30 Oct i
Jennifer White, congratulations
onpleging Gamma Phi Beta. I'm
looking forward to getting to
know you. It's going to be a great
i«ar\ your secret pal
WANTED
_
F. rmmte needed. Large Apt.
close to campus. Call if Inforested 352 3083
HELP WANTED
Dixie Electric Co. needs
waitresses & cashiers for Fall
quarter. Call 874 9449 for infor
matjon or apply at Dixie
"LEGAL SECRETARY, ex
perience and long term prospects
preferred. Send Resume to P.O.
Box 25, Bowling Green. Inter
view will be arranged."

Houseooys needed for Alpha
Delta PI sorority. Contact Nancy
at 23300 from ft 9pm.
Accept applications tor exp
waiter, waitresses 1 kitchen
statf. Richard's Corner Kitchen.
I«3 S. Main.
Accepting applications for prt.
time cocktail help. Victoria Station, Maurnee. 893<

FOR SAL1
CONTACT LENS WEARERS.
Save on brand name hard or soft
lens supplies. Send for fra. II
lustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supplies. Box 7453, Phoenix.
Arlmna tiOll.
Fisher ST 4a0 Sparks. Brand
New. 5 yr. warranty parts, labor.
BO Watts Handling power. Must
Sell S4O0.00 Joe. 372 4941.
Dorm retrlg. practically new
asking SI05.00. Contact Kevin.
321 Moseley or 422 19*2.
Citation a string Guitar. Good
Condition. S75.00. 372-5931.
'73 Cadillac Coupe Devllie/Good
Condition $100 or Best Offer.
372-4450.
Technics SB 2 Turntable
W/audiotechnica 400 Cartridge
St.
SIP. Kurt 3S2 39SS.
Used Sears Kenmore 1.5 cu. ft.
refrigerator. Coppertone. Great
2 G7S 14 tires w/ET Mags. Best
offer. 352 4309.
A ladies single bed. Very good
condition. Has headboard, springs, mattress and frame. Call
3521303.
Two blue upholstered chairs & Ig.
picture. Call 352 1049.

FOR RRNT
Now leasing efficiency, 1 bdrm.
or 2 bdrm. Furnished or unfurnished. Meadowvlew Court. 214
N.ipoieon Rd. 352 1195.
1 bdrm., refrig. 0. range furn.
SlaS -f elec./mo. 352-1229.

^COLLEGE RINGS
Symbolizing your ability to achieve.

Ring Days: Daily through October 2

Hours:

POLLUTION .People Start it, they can Stop it!

10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

University Bookstore

They said tuberculosis was hopeless.
They said small pox was hopeless.
They said polio was hopeless.

STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
Hours:
Special Hours: OPEN TONIGHT UNTIL8:00 p.m.
Deport required Master Charge or Visa accepted.

Monday-Friday, 8:00-5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00

Cancer is only a disease.

©lWOArtCarved College Ring*

I

American Cancer Society 4

.
»***********»>*****^*A»«***A***A«l**AA****»*M»**»*MS»¥VVMNrVVWW**V»*»*
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Home of the Resume Pros

l

sif-' t-'''M\
Computer typesetting
Qufc-Kplint Over 120 typestyles available
INC

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

"We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

"Complete Printing and Copying "Raised Print
"Plastic Laminating "Spiral Binding "Blue Prints
"Rubber Stamps "Wedding invitations
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
11 ISouth Main St. .Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students. Faculty and Staff of B.G S U
in Quickprinting

r

Wednesday, Oct. 1, 7:30 p.m.
Side Door - University Union

EVERYONE WELCOME!!!

Save $8.09

a pair

6

Wednesday
2 Sirloin Steak
Dinners
includes sirloin steak,
potato, roll & butter and
salad bar.

2 for $669
4:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
,

' 'krf?
Corner of S. Main A Cough

Insulated Boots
BGSU
e

{Check Us Out..rV^t You Wa°nt

Attention Ladies:
Do you want more
out of your career?
We accept women for training in leadership and
management positions. Why? Because Army ROTC
believes that women are entitled to major responsibilities and leadership opportunities, too. So if you're
having trouble finding real equal opportunity-come
check us out. The Army ROTC is not just a man's
world anymore. We've got what today's woman wants.
For information contact Don Edwards at 372-2476 or
stop by room 151 Memorial Hall.
e»

e>

«■>

O Fully Insulated to protect in sub-zero weather.
O Pramlum-quallty lull-grain leather upper.
©Goodyear wall construction provides
longer wear.
O Extra storm welt helps to seal out moisture.
O Full, cushioned Insole gives added warmth
and comfort.
PLUS: Padded tongue, pull tab for
easy on/off, soft comfort lining, longlife Taslan laces.

Now
526.90
reg. '34.99 pr.

Sale ends
October 25

^ndicottlohnson
W
C/
mm
127 S. Main Downtown BG 352-6441

Tue».

Sn

Sol. til 7:30 *

° ".

Mon. til 3

Downtown Bowling Gftl

♦BOWLING GREEN*
J 10,000 METER
t
RUN
\ SUNDAY OCT. 5,1980
I
12:00 NOON
t
STARTING AND FINISHING
j AT THE STUDENT REC CENTER
t ENTRY FEE: $4.00 BEFORE RACE
J
$5.00 DAY OF RACE
J
ENTRY FORMS CAN BE
PICKED UP AT:
*
STUDENT REC CENTER
*
STUDENT UNION
FALCON HOUSE (BY T.O.'S)

*
*
*
*
*

i

¥ REGISTRATION AT ICE ARENA
PARKING LOT
Presented by
+ Promote Bowling Green Committee f
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Sanitary condition of dining hall impresses state health official

by Kalhy Coll
•lad reporter

The McDonald dining hall was inspected Friday by
the state health inspector who was inspecting how the
county inspector was inspecting. The result: the state
insptector was very impressed with the sanitary conditions in that hall, Monna Pugh, director of residence dining services, said.
Surprise inspections are conducted by state and county health officials at all dining halls at least twice a
year, Pugh said.
The state also was inspecting the seven residence dining halls at Miami University last Friday after one dining hall was closed because an outbreak of salmonella, a
form of food poisoning, was traced there.
TEN STUDENTS have been diagnosed as having

salmonella, according to Sam Sneed, associate editor,
media relations at Miami University.
No further cases have been reported, he said, and
those who contracted salmonella either have gone home
or are recuperating in their residence halls.
Sneed said no one has been hospitalized for
Salmonella.
Students began reporting symptoms of fever,
stomach cramps and bloody diarrhea last Tuesday, he
said.
FOOD HANDLERS in the dining halls are being
checked as possible carriers of the bacteria, Sneed said,
adding that the bacteria also can be carried in the food.
The dining hall to which the bacteria was traced is expected to reopen Thursday, he said.
Concerning the University food operations Pugh said,
"We haven't had any cases of food-borne illness that we
are responsible for. We are very proud of our program.

Food services employees must go through a training
program that focuses on sanitation, safety, service and
food production, said James Corbitt, director of University food operations and assistant director of auxiliary
support services.
ALONG WITH the basic training, the 31 food services
managers also are certified in a sanitation program
that is not required , but highly recommended by the
state.
The cost of the program ($90 a person) is paid out of
lthe food operations budget, Corbitt said, as are all
training programs.
This added certification program is not required for
food service employees at Miami University, Sneed
said.
Pugh said the food service personnel watch closely for
any signs of food contamination. When products are

brought into the individual kitchens, the food is checked
for ice crystals-a sign of refreezing indicating that
bacteria has had time to grow.
THE BEST environment for bacteria is between 40 F
and 150 F. "This is the best medium for growth," Pugh
explained.
China, silverware and pots and pans, as well as tables
are sanitized after every use to prevent bacterial
growth, she said.
Some students who have eaten at the dining halls have
reported contracting food poisoning, Pugh said, but the
problem in each case was a virus.
After hearing about the outbreak of salmonella at
Miami University, Corbitt said.'It will remind us to
stay vigilant."
Corbitt said he will inform his managers about the
outbreak so they "can be over cautious."

Faculty Senate to get nudge from new chairman
by Kathy Coll
staff reporter

All chairmen look upon their roles run for chairman. He said he did not
differently, he said, adding that he know who his opposition would be
sees himself as custodian rather than when he accepted the nomination.
Dr. Bill Reynolds may be in the an advocate.
power seat, but he doesn't plan to use
His opponent turned out to be a
it
"I DON'T SEE this role as having friend and collegue of his.
that much impact on the academic
"If I had known who it (the other
Reynolds, who is the new Faculty community, but that doesn't mean
candidate) was, I probably wouldn't
Senate chairman, said he feels that you don't try."
have run... I would have cast my
the chariman should not advocate his
"The senate itself should be the site ballot for her."
own crusades but push forward the acof new ideas. The origin of real
tions of the entire senate.
Reynolds said he was not always
change," he said.
Reynolds is a newcomer to the sure he wanted to be in the senate, let
"Functionally, the chair of the
alone be its chairman.
senate does just that-chairs the senate.
senate and executive committee and
"I never served a day in the senate
"I had the impression that the
coordinates and facilitates the before I was elected chairman," he Faculty Senate did not represent the
business and information that is fun- said.
faculty. I am not totally convinced of
Last spring, Reynolds was elected this (that it does represent the faculnelled to the senate by the administrato the senate and then was asked to ty) yet," he said.
tion and faculty," he said.

REYNOLDS ADDED he does not
feel that any one body could totally
represent the faculty because of its
diversity.
He said he does not see his new job
as a "launching pad for an administrative career. I like what I doteaching, working with graduate
students
I have been a school administrator ... and I have no desire to
change my role from that of faculty to
administrator."
When his one-year term as
chariman is completed, he said, he
wants to continue as professor of
educational administration and supervision.
"Someone said, 'How lucky can you
be that you love what you do, especialy if you love your job.' It is very
rewarding," he said.

WHEN REYNOLDS was elected
chairman, he was released from half
of his departmental duties.
But, "in essence there is no way I
can take advantage of half time," he
said, because his time also is spent advising students.
Reynolds holds half of his office
hours in his education office and half
in his senate office.
After his students leave this area,
Reynolds stays in touch with them.
"A week doesn't go by that I don't
hear from them," he said.
He said he hearS about everything
from babies to promotions.
"You develop a very personal relationship with them (graduate
students)," he said.

Dr. Bill Reynolds

aqua hut international inc.
IOD2 SMain SI Bcwllng GrceaOH 43402

(419352-5128

ANNOUNCES
ONE WEEK SCUBA DIVING CLASSES NOW FORMING

CALL
352-5128

9-12 A.M. T-F
7-10 P.M. T-F

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
WILL DE SELECTING...

CALL
352-5128

...Student Body Board Chairpersons
...Student Body Board Members

ALSO TWO-WEEK CLASSES 5-7 T-W-Th

...University Committee Representatives
...Senators to fill vacant positions from
McDonald and Founders

LEARN TO DIVE NOW AND DIVE IN FLORIDA
DURING WINTER AND SPRING BREAKS

CALL 352-5128 For More Information
We Take Care Of All Your Diving Needs

INFORMATION SESSIONS
McFall Center Assembly Room
October 1st 7:00 p.m.
and 8:30 p.m.

IMPORTANT
• Applications for Positions
• Interview Sign-ups
Available at Info Sessions
and 405 Student Services Bldg.
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Students add own touch to dorms with lofts, paintings
by Kathy Coll
stall reporter

As he walks into the room, his eyes take in the bar with the fish tank in its
middle. Above him, two beds are suspended by a loft. Next to him is a
couch, stereo and whiskey-barrel chair. Only the traditional built-in
desk/closet unit reminds him that this is a residence hall room.
The room is the brainchild of William J. Woeste, Junior, who lives in Compton Hall. The loft "takes away the monotony of dorm life," he said.
Woeste said he built the loft "to be different... we want to feel that we
have the best room. I just like to build and we put it to practical use."
The "new" room also facilitates parties, he said.
"WE LIKE to party and before we put glass on the top of the bar, we
danced on it," he said.
Adorning the ceiling is the American flag. The walls still are bare, but
Woeste said he wants to get some posters to cover up the scratches.
It took about 20 minutes to assemble the loft because it already was built,
Woeste said. He explained that his roommate built it last year for his room
in Kohl Hall. The cost of refurbishing the room was about $190, which included the cost of the loft, whiskey-barrel chair and bar.
Lofts are not restricted to residence hall rooms. Building lofts "is the
thing to do" in fraternity houses such as the Delta Tau Delta house, Jim
Kutchko, junior, said.
KUTCHKO LIVES in a Delta Tau Delta room with an A-frame loft. With
an A-frame loft, the beds are held up by wooden supports rather than ropes.
Also adorning his room is a stereo and a reupholstered chair and couch.
Living next to Kutchko is Bruce Johnson who built Kutchko's A-frame
loft and his own regular loft this year. Johnson said lofts with rope
suspenders are easier to build than A-frame lofts, but added, "I was scared
the whole time last night. There are just ropes holding you up."
Across the hall, Richard Ulrich plans to panel his room around his
A-frame loft. He calls his $35 loft "cheap in costs, but luxury in lofts."
HE ADDED that he still has to paint the loft with fire retardant paint according to University regulations.
There are five University-approved loft designs, none of which permit
platforms, said Barbara Y. Keller, director of residence life Area I.
Residents considering construction first must have their plans approved
by the hall director, area director and University architect, Keller said.
Regulations regarding lofts include: mattresses must be 32 inches from
the ceiling, free standing and not restricting exits, and students must take
responsibility for all damages caused by construction.

stall photo by Dale Omorl
William J. Woesle, junior, sits among his handiwork in his
Kreischer-Compton Hall room. Woesle is one of many university

Anderson.

students who built lotts in their rooms to break the monotony of dormitory housing.

OTHER WAYS students have found to brighten up residence halls include painting the doors of the rooms. One Ashley Hall resident, Mandy L.
Roberts, junior, painted her door with a 3-foot picture of a little boy.
"The hall needs more color. We get tired of the plain brick walls,"
Roberts said.
A door design, she added, also makes the room easier to find at night.
Keller said people wanting to paint their doors do not need permission,
but they are responsible for any damage done to the door.
Some residents use plants, fish nets and paneling to make their rooms
like home, Woeste said.

from page 1

servation, for higher pay in the volun- advice seemed to attract wide-spread
tary armed services, for the Equal support.
Rights Amendment, for a 50-cents-a"I suggest you all drop out for the
gallon emergency tax on gasoline, next semester and work on the Anderagainst tax cuts until inflation is son campaign," Eleanora joked.
brought under control, against draft
About 200 students here have pledgregistration.
ed support ot the Anderson ticket,
Her comments about ERA and the Butler said. And if support continues
draft drew applause, but one piece of to grow, the candidate might visit the

University next month, just as he is
scheduled to visit Ohio State University, she added.
"If we can get enough support I
know he'll be here," she said.
Many of the students who heard
Eleanora were impressed that she
took time off from writing a play and

has overlooked her aversion to flying
to campaign full time for her father.
"It's good family ties," sophomore
Steve Martin said. "I'd campaign for
my dad if he was running."
••••

•
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MEDICAL STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID

/^

=*\

The U.S. Air Force has scholarships
available for students who will be entering
their first or second year of medical or
osteopathy school next fall (1981).

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
•FULL TUITION

•ACADEMIC FEES

•TEXTBOOKS

•SUPPLIES

•$485 PER MONTH CASH
For further information and applications
JAMES RADFORD
7550 Lucerne Dr.. Suite 400
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
Phone: (216)522-4325
Call Collect

£>

mMU£L%
A (j'l'ot way o' Mr

BGSU GOLF COURSE
FALL PRICES
STUDENTS
DRIVING RANGE

$2.00 9 holes
$3.00 18 holes
$1.00 sm. Bucket
$1.50 kj. Bucket

HOURS 12-6

Sign up now Sor your senior
portrait for the 1981 KEY
Call 372-0086 to make your
appointment TODAY
Shooting begins Monday, Oct. 13
(No target necessary)
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noise_i^f!?ii
read it that it's aimed at the
students," he said. He pointed to the
hours the law is in effect as proof.
McClain's duties with the Department of Health include setting up
noise prevention programs for those
requesting the service. McClain said
that because he is the only noise consultant in the State Department of
Health, he would be the one to help set
up a program in Bowling Green.
"Tliere's nothing that says they
have to consult me, but I'm curious
why they didn't," lie said.
McClain noted that Bowling Green
responded to a noise survey he sent

out last year to all Ohio
municipalities. The survey was
designed to find out which cities had
the worst noise problems, he said, adding that cities with the most need
were to receive federal grants to start
noise programs.
BOWLING GREEN didn't indicate
an immediate need for help, McClain
said. And when it wasn't chosen as one
of 12 cities to get federal money, it
didn't pursue any additional help, he
added.
But Ng said the city didn't rush into
the noise ordinance, and City Attorney

Patrick Crowley said the law will
"If we do (get complaints during the
stand up in court.
day) we can get some other ordinance
Crowley said the law has uniform then," he said.
application because it includes noise
Ng said another way to address
levels for everyone, not just students.
daytime complaints is to use the city's
"I don't agree that it's already existing disturbing-the-peace
discriminatory. Its standards are laws.
uniform and consistent As long as it's
Asked why the city couldn't use exnot discriminatory, it will absolutely isting laws for nighttime complaints,
stand up in court," he said.
Ng responded that it could, but that
NG SAID the ordinance was not the noise ordinance will give police an
written to include daytime noise additional law enforcement tool.
levels because the city hasn't received
The ordinance will take effect Oct.
any noise complaints during the day.

MARCH
OF DIMES

THE BG NEWS
372-2601
We also accept
Master Charge for advertising

tea

PHI KAPPA TAU
LITTLE SIS RUSH
Mon. Sept. 29 Prep Night

ARE YOU PUZZLED
ABOUT YOUR FUTURE

«\<*
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ARMY ROTC CAN HELP
PIECE YOUR CAREER
TOGETHER
,t\ce
0*
*P

Wed. Oct. 1 Brother's Night

Come Join The Fun
*A

9u

THE BGSU

MARKETING CLUB

«•«

«s»

financial rewards

AMA COLLEGIATE CHAPTER
INVITES YOU TO OUR

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING
CHECK US OUT
ARMY ROTC

\
.BGSU

Bowling Green's Army ROTC
program develops selected men
and women for positions of
responsibility as otticers in the
active Army and its Reserves
components. Not only is the
future bright for ROTC-trained officers interested in promising
military careers, but thousands of

THE NEW ARMY ROTC
civilian executives and government leaders have also received
Army ROTC instruction. These include heads of many of the country's largest business and industrial firms and members of
Congress as well as state governors. Army ROTC develops
leadership ability and other

■ » » ^ ^ ^ ^

WOMEN AS VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE;
INTEGRATING THE INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE

A day long workshop exploring the issues related to Battered Women
and the need for a service network for Battered Women.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 - 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.
COMMUNITY SUITE - UNION

AGENDA
9:00 -

Registration

9:30 -

Film: "Behind Closed Doors"

11:30 -

Dinnie Black: Toledo Task Force on Battered Women
Isaiah McKinnen: Inspector, Commanding Officer, Youth
Division Detroit Police Dept.
Small Group Discussions

12:30 -

Lunch ($4)

10:00 10:45 -

1:30 2:00 -

3:30 -

Slide/Tape Presentation: "What is Networking?"
Panel Discussion: Rodger Cochran • Deputy Sheriff, Wood
Co. Sheriffs Dept; Judy Riser - ACSW, MSW,
Bowling Green State University; James W.
Bachman • Judge, Bowling Green
Municipal Court
Group Discussion and wrap-up

Students are encouraged to attend at anytime during the day.
The workshop is free to students.
Sponsored by : Women for Women, BGSU
Wood County Task Force on Battered Women, Inc.
A A A A A

qualities which are attractive
assets considered essential by
many employers. Most employers
prefer college graduates with
ROTC and officer experience and
many will pay even more to get
them. Think about it and then
contact Don Edwards, 2-2476.
CHECK US OUT

TUES. SEPT. 30
7:30 p.m.

COMMUNITY SUITE
3rd FL. UNION
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
SPEAKER: FERN SILVER
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FDA asks tampon
firms to print warning
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Food
and Drug Administration said yesterday it has asked five major tampon
manufacturers to put warning labels
voluntarily on all boxes and brands of
tampons.
The agency reiterated it's plans to
propose a rule requiring a label warning women that tampons pose a risk of
the rare but deadly disease called toxic shock syndrome.
In the meantime, it has sent
telegrams to the manufacturers
"strongly recommending" that they
add the warning now "as a responsible consumer protection step on your
part."
The agency suggested this wording:
"Toxic shock syndrome TSS is a
rare but serious disease that can occur in menstruating women. TSS can
cause death. The disease has been

associated with the use of tampons.
You may therefore want to consider
not using tampons or alternating tampons with napkins.
"If you develop high fevir and
vomiting or diarrhea during your
menstrual period, you should remove
your tampon immediately and talk to
a physician."
FDA spokesman Wayne Pines said
the telegrams went out over the
weekend to the heads of International
Playtex, maker of Playtex tampon;
Tampax, maker of Tampax;
Kimberly-Clark, Kotex; Johnson &
Johnson, ob; Campana. Pursettes.
A sixth manufacturer, Procter &
Gamble, recently recalled all of its
Rely tampons and is preparing to
launch a major advertising campaign
to tell women not to use them.

Day in review.
Cleveland busing plans going smoothly

A sixth, unidentified suspect remained in investigatory custody pending
further questioning, a spokesman for the federal prosecutor's office said.
German law permits police to hold suspects 48 hours for questioning before
an investigating judge must decide whether to release them or file charges.

CLEVELAND - Hundreds of school buses crisscrossed Cleveland with
black children and white children yesterday as Ohio's largest school district,
under control of a federal court, peacefully entered its third and final phase
of racial desegregation.
School officials, bus drivers, parents and principals reported a normal
first day of classes at the city's 129 elementary, junior high and senior high
schools with minor transportation problems.
Breakdowns on 13 of the 480 buses used Monday morning, including two
that had to be towed, were reported by transportation director Richard
Knisely. Twelve other buses were late. School officials said those problems
were minor compared with those of last March, when 14 buses once failed to
show up at one school as the second step of the program began.
No other incidents were reported. Some 70,303 students were expected in
class. All students, except juniors and sophomores at nine high schools being integrated for the first time, were to report to school. The city's other
three high schools were integrated last year.

Levee breaks in Calif.; 200families flee

Still no arrests in Oktoberf est bombing
KARLSRUHE, West Germany - An investigating judge yesterday released the leader and four members of a banned neo-Nazi group for lack of
evidence that they were connected with the deadly bomb attack on Munich's
Oktoberfest.

STOCKTON, Calif. - With millions of dollars in crops already destroyed,
45,000 more acres and Oakland's main water supply were threatened yesterday by river delta waters flooding through a levee break.
Winds and high water hampered efforts to plug the break in the earth-androck levee, and parts of the flooded 5,000-acre Lower Jones Tract were under
water up to 25 feet deep.
No injuries were reported from the flooding.
The break Friday night prompted evacuation of the 200 families of the
Lower Jones Tract to higher ground. They fled with whatever furniture and
belongings they could rescue.
Rolling floodwaters during the weekend ruined the homes and destroyed
some $5 million of ready-to-harvest corn, tomatoes, beets, asparagus,
potatoes and millet. Hundreds of seasonal workers ready to harvest crops
were without jobs.
Fleets of barges and a chain of hydraulic railroad cars yesterday dumped
tons of rocks and dirt into the 275-foot-wide, 50-foot-deep levee breach.

*•*•••*•*••*•**•***•*•••**•

LET'S GET AQU AINTED SALE

ATTENTION!

All interested Men

WOOSTER BAZAAR
Four Shops In One

it's time once again for the annual.

Theta
Chi

AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS
Art & Craft Supplies
HOURS:
The Best Crafts Under The Sun TWThF: 10-8
Special 10% Off All Macrame Cord
SUN 1-5
We Now Have Greek Paddles & Letters C)osed Mon

DAVY JONES'S LOCKER PET SHOP

lo SALE

Sorority Review
Rush Party

Tuesday, Sept. 30th
at THE SIDE DOOR
in the union
The fun starts at 7:30 pm
So Come Early and Catch
the "Best" Acts in BG

Support Your *
Chosen
*
Candidate.
1

NIGHT

BUFFET
All the pizza and salad you can
eat for only $2.79.

Today Through October 5th
Dlood Swords Serpaetetros

Other Specials Include

HOURS

Neon Tetros 5/S1.00
Cot Fish S.89 eo.
Algoe Eoters $.39 eo.

TUES-FRI 11 -8
SAT 10-5
SUN 1-5

354-1885

TUESDAY

Just make your selection from the constant tlow of
frvsh and different pizzas at the buffet. All you want.
And. you can make as many trips u> the salad liar as
you want That's how it is at the Pizza Inn Family
Night Buffet Adults $2.79. Kids 10 and under tie a
year. Kvery Tuesday night from 5:00 to 9fl0 p.m.

c

325 E. WOOSTER

WANT TO SAVE
MONEY ON YOUR
LONG-DISTANCE
CALLS?
Apply now for your
Student Toll Dialing Card
With your Student Toll Dialing Card you can dial
long-distance calls from any dormitory phone and
save money. Because toll calls from coin phones or
dialing the operator costs more.
For your Student Toll Dialing Card, just complete the
application card that was left in your dorm room. Drop
it in the mail. In a few days you'll receive your own
special number. Then just dial the call yourself, give
your special Student Toll Dialing number and you'll
save money over other special calls.
PLEASE NOTE: Accepting "collect" calls on your dormitory telephone is
prohibited by your University. For your own protection, do not accept "collect"
calls on dorm phones.

GERERAL TELEPHORE
STADIUM PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

Across From Roy Rogers
Parking In Rear

Pizza, inn'*

Ybu getgMoie ofthtfIt}jngsyOtfhjve
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Elsewhere
Cease-fire:

Veep candidates negate debate, league cancels it

Iraq agrees, but fighting continues

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Iraq
agreed yesterday to a U.N.-requested
cease-fire provided Iran did the same,
but the fighting did not subside. Iraqi
troops and equipment moved
southward inside Iran toward the
enemy's oil heartland, where Iranian
resistance appeared to have stiffened.
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
said in a letter to U.N. SecretaryGeneral Kurt Waldheim that Iraq
would heed a Security Council appeal
for a cease-fire if Iran also would.
Hussein urged the council to "take
necessary measures to urge the Iranian side to abide" by the resolution
approved Sunday. Iran did not respond immediately to Waldheim.
IRAN'S AMBASSADOR to the
Soviet Union, Mohammad Mokri, said
at a Moscow news conference Iran
might agree to a cease-fire if Iraq's
president resigned, Iraq's army surrendered, the Iraqi city of Basra was
turned over to Iranian control pending
an election there, and Iraq's Kurds
were allowed to vote on whether they
wanted autonomy or to join with Iran.
A special envoy representing Iranian President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr
met in New Delhi with Indian Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi and said he
urged her, as a leader in the nonaligned movement, to help end the
war. The envoy, Shams Ardakani,
said Cuba, the current chairman of

the non-aligned bloc, also was playing
a role, but he did not elaborate.
IRAQI FOREIGN Minister Saadoun
Hammadeh left here for New York to
appear before the U.N. General
Assembly and defend Iraq's position
in the war, Baghdad Radio reported.
In Washington, the State Department repeated assurances that the
United States intends to remain
neutral but said it opposes the seizure
of territory by force by either Iraq or
Iran.
AP correspondent Steven R. Hurst,
reporting from near Qasr-e-Shirin at
the northern end of the Iraqi invasion
front, said the Iraqis were moving
troops, tanks and armored personnel

WASHINGTON (AP)- The League
of Women Voters, its invitation rejected by two of the candidates,
yesterday cancelled the vice presidential debate the organization had planned to hold in Louisville, Ky., later
this week.

carriers southward toward the oil-rich
Khuzestan province where heavy
fighting has occurred since the border
dispute erupted into war on Monday of
last week. Qasr-e-Shirin, 15 miles inside Iran, is some 300 miles north of
League president Ruth J. Hinerfeld
Aba dan, the major Iranian oil refining said she will keep trying to arrange
port on the Shatt al-Arab waterway
two remaining debates among the
separating the two countries.
presidential candidates.
THE IMPLICATION appeared to be
Republican George Bush followed
that Iranian forces had been offering the lead of GOP presidential nominee
stiffer resistance than Iraq had ex- Ronald Reagan in turning down the
pected on the southern front.
debate invitation. Vice President
Iraq reported ground fighting along Walter F. Mondale said he would
200 miles of the invasion front, running northward from Abadan to
Mehran. Iraq claimed it captured the
air force base and radar station at
Dezful, 70 miles north of Ahwaz, the
capital of Khuzestan province which
Iraq claimed to have captured last
week.
Tehran Radio carried a military
communique saying an Iranian WASHINGTON (AP) - Saying
warplane shot down an Iraqi MIG much of the nation's drinking water
after it attacked an Iranian army may be imperiled by chemical conhelicopter near Ahwaz. The broad- tamination, a House subcommittee
cast said the pilot was found dead in yesterday identified some 250 sites
across the nation where hazardous
the wreckage.
An earlier Tehran Radio broadcast chemicals could be seeping into
said "all Iraqi pilots who have sought groundwater.
sanctuary in Iran, or whose planes The list of sites was accompanied by
have been shot down, who baled out a report warning that "the health of
and who are being held by the Iranian millions of Americans is threatened
by government and industry's past
forces, are well and healthy."
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FALCON HOUSE

Racing shorts and singlets
by Another Dimension
for men and women
Spenco Insoles, Arch Supports, Skin
Tape
Race entry forms available
904 E. Wooster
10-4 Mon.-Sat.

AIDES FOR both candidates stayed
away from a league meeting called to
make airangments for a vice
presidential debate in Louisville on
Thursday, and the meeting was
canceled. A few hours later, the
league abandoned plans for the
Louisville debate.
Independent vice presidential candidate Patrick Lucey had accepted
the invitation unconditionally, as did
John B. Anderson, the independent
presidential candidate who debated
Reagan in Baltimore in the league's
first debate Sept. 21.

PRESIDENT CARTER boycotted
the Reagan-Anderson debate in
Baltimore, saying he wanted to
debate Reagan alone first. Reagan
has since refused a one-on-one debate
with Carter, insisting there also be a
Carter-Anderson on debate.
Hinerfeld said the leagre will continue its discussion with the presidential candidates to work out an acceptable package.
"We continue to urge the public tot
bring pressure on the candidates to
commit to more campaign debates,"
she said. "Our planning for the
presidential debates currently proposed for Cleveland, Ohio, and Portland,
Ore., will continue."

U.S. drinking water may be polluted with
chemicals, House committee says

I READ THE BG NEWS
Gel Set for the BG Road Race
at the

debate only if Bush accepted.

failure to properly protect our groundwater."
The report called on the Environmental Protection Agency to
draft a national groundwater policy
"to locate potential threats to groundwater and eliminate them before
precious groundwater supplies are irreversibly damaged."
The list was released by the House
Government Operations subcommittee on environment, energy and

natural resources. It was compiled
from information provided by state
governments to the EPA.
REP. TOBY MOFFETT, D-Conn.,
the subcommittee chairman, said the
list was being released with "a caveat
with a capital 'C'." The caveat is that
the subcommittee will not guarantee
the list's accuracy, only that "these
sites appear to us to be candidates"
where the potential for water contamination exists.

Drookdole Stables
Fall Term
Enjoy a Fun
Course and
Military Science 101
With Absolutely
No Obligation

655-2193

Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75 Drive West To
2nd Crossroad Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freyman Rd
Turn East G Continue 200 Yds.
14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET

For Details contact: Don Edwards 372-2476

'BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

u
MM

Weekend For Three...FREE
sroNSOttoar

THI OOWHIOWNMWCHANIS AHOCIATIO^

,—OCT. 31 thru NOV. 2WClUOfS:
• 3 TickeU 'o the Nov. I
• Go» Money
BGSU Boll Slate Game
• 2 Nights lodging for
three
• 3 Tickets to Me
Rich Little
• Meals (or three
•YOU MUSI BE A BGSU S1UDCNIIO ENItd

Sign Up At One Of The Following Downtown Merchants
INtBIISMUSIM PlACIDrrS 00ONOCI 4
STONSOeCO IV IHi DOWNTOWN MIKHANTl ASSOCIA1ION

^gftTjgJjgyj^
ATTENTION: GRADUATE STUDENTS
There are currently vacancies for individuals interested in serving as
Graduate Student Senators and/or graduate representatives to University
standing committees for 1980-1981. These are open to any graduate student.

fl

If you are interested in serving as a Senator, please contact your departmental graduate advisor by SEPTEMBER 30 TH
" you would like
to serve on a University committee, call the Graduate Student Senate
(2-2426) or drop by 305 MC FALL CENTER
committees or boards have vacancies:

2 Omelettes for the Price of 1
Tuesday 4:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Buy one Omelette and get second
Omelette of Equal or Lesser Value
FREE!
- Sat. Ml 7:30
Sun. - Mon. til 3

TIM*.

—

■ikutfimM

■Co"**ell «*«.«»Oevfh

Academic Honesty
Athletics
Bookstore Advisory
Broadcasting Advisory
Computing Council, University
Cultural Events
Equal Opportunity
Health Services Advisory
Honors and Awards
Ice Arena Advisory
Instructional Media Center
Library Advisory

The following

Parking
Publications
University Union Advisory
Architectural Barriers
Campus Safety Advisory
Educational Budget Council
Graduate Council
Human Subjects Review
Graduate Student Judiciary
Recreation Center
Statistical Consulting Advisory
Student Affairs Advisory
University Appeals
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Snakebit:
BG looked like a different team,
but still cannot buy a victory
The saga of Denny Stolz continues.
The fourth-year head football
coach, already under pressure to produce a winning program, saw his
team drop to 0-4 Saturday with a
heartbreaking one-point loss to the
University of Kentucky. BG has lost
its first four games by a total of eight
points.
But it was a "different" Falcon
team that took the field in Lexington,
Ky. Stolz platooned his quarterbacks,
senior Dave Endres and sophomore
Greg Taylor, and neither had any problems with the snap from center nor
threw an interception. Taylor was
responsible for making two bad pitches, but tailback Bryant Jones fell on
both to prevent UK from taking advantage of the miscues.

Sideline
Pat Kennedy
assistant sports editor

receivers ... we tried to get our
linebackers on their tight ends," he
said. "You've got to give something
up. They have a good pass offense and
we can see that. We work on things,
they work on things. They've got 11
ballplayers, we stopped nine of
them."
Kentucky coach Fran Curci,
however, said BG gained a moral victory despite the loss.
"Bowling Green is snakebit," he
said. "They outhit us, they outtackled
us, they outsmarted us. We didn't win,
they lost. We haven't earned the right
to look past them (to No. 1 Alabama,
next week's opponent). Bowling
Green has some good looking athletes
. . . their defensive line totally
dominated our offensive line."
Moral victory or not, the Falcons
are still looking for their first win
heading into the heart of the MidAmerican Conference slate. The scuttlebutt, after last season, said that
Stolz would have to win seven or eight
games this season to retain his job.

THE DIFFERENCE was that in the
three previous games Bowling Green
made 10 turnovers and a faulty centerquarterback connection had been
responsible for many of them. Stolz
said his quarterbacks "didn't do bad"
Saturday.
"On a scale of one to 10, our quarterbacks were about a seven today,"
Stolz said. "That's about twice as
good as they have been. We had a
timeout left (in the fourth quarter),
drove 80 yards and didn't use it Our
quarterbacks gave us a chance to win
today. If we get consistent quarterbacking, we're going to be pretty
good."
A TIE against Kentucky would have
The Falcon defense also played ag- helped him, but Stolz said it would not
gressively, allowing only 35 yards have helped the team.
rushing in the first half and 87 in the
game, while forcing six Wildcat
fumbles and recovering three of them.
What could not be stopped, however,
was UK's quarterback to tight end
combination of Randy Jenkins to Jim
Campbell.
Bowling Green's rubgy team
Jenkins completed 22 of 32 passes
whipped the Lima Old Griffins Sunfor 275 yards and two touchdowns.
day, 55-7 and 16-0.
Campbell was the recipient of 11 of
The Falcons held a 11-7 advantage
those passes, good for 140 yards, one at the half, but reeled off 44
TD and a new Kentucky reception
unanswered points in the second
half. Mitch Leach, Dave Foster.
mark.
Keith Eedy and Tod Kenny scored
STOLZ SAID "give and take" was
two tries each, while Kevin Frontz,
responsible for the Wildcat duo's sucGreg Westerveldt and Bruce
cess.
Heineman scored one try each for
"We kind of doubted on their wide
BG.

"Down in Alabama it would have
looked good if we tied Kentucky, but
you couldn't tell the kids that," he
said. "I may have gone for the tie if it
were for the national championship. If
there were six or seven minutes to go,
we (also) would have went for the tie.
I don't like screwing around and
hesitating ... we can't screw around
and tie. Our kids play to win."
Despite everything, Stolz still has
confidence in the team and in himself.
"We're a pretty good football team,
a good football program," he said.
"We got beat on the measurement at
Richmond, we missed two field goals
(against Eastern Michigan), then
Long Beach drives on us and kicks a
field goal. We've got damn good
young players.
"IT'S JUST a shame. The kids battled and they're still a point short. But
they'll come back and battle next
week. I'm definitely going to heaven there is no way they can send me to
hell."
The Falcons did battle very well
against the Wildcats, well enough that
a performance of that nature against
almost any MAC team would result in
a victory.
If BG can repeat the performance
they had against Kentucky, a Stolz
program may survive and flourish
here. If not, who knows? But the next
three games - at Western Michigan
and Toledo and the Oct. 18 Homecoming contest against Kent State - will
certainly play a big part in the saga.

Club Clips.

staff photo by Mark Oberst
BG's Sara Ringle (right) spikes the ball with Ball State's Kathy Gillis defending in action during Saturday's match in Anderson Arena. Watching the play for BQ Is co-captain Jenny Uhl. The
Falcons lost the match to the Cardinals. Wrap-up story on page 11.

Mike Harrington had three conversion kicks and Roger Mazzarella
scored a conversion and penalty
kick.
In the second match, Mike
McKeon, Kevin Hartig and Tom
Fiala scored tries, while Tim
Feagley had two conversion kicks
for the Falcons.
The Falcons, 5-1, host Miami at 1
p.m. Saturday at the new field at College Park.

************!

f* WISHES
AIAit
EVERYONE*

F

Rosanna Shetland
is casual or dressy

A

I

♦SUCCESS -t
*FUL AND*
* CRAZY t
t YEAR!! t

Shetland wool sweater, just the way
it should be with long sleeves, crew
neck. Layer over blouses, add a
blazer, wear it with leans or skirts.
Many colors so you can have several
in your wardrobe $16.99. Misses'
S-M-L

t.
American
Cancer
Society
ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039
Faith and Life Forum
Every Sunday, 6:00 pm

United Christian Fellowship
Thurstin at Ridge
UCF is o campus ministry of American Baptist. Church of the
Brethren, Disciples of Christ. Episcopal, Lutheron (ALC S LCA),
United Church of Christ. United Methodist and
United Presbyterian. USA Churches.

TOTAL
HAIR
DESIGN
Fritzi does cables
in carefree acrylic
Pant-her separates
for your fall image
Pant-her gets all of the classic looks
together so you can have the outfit,
or add pieces to your wardrobe
Solid blazer in navy, heather grey,
heather camel, 184. Block check
skirt in chestnut/heather camel. $22.
Cable crew sweater in red, grey,
$29. All in misses' 8 to 16

Shop Lasalle's Monday. Thursday and Friday 9:45 to 9, other
weekdays 9:45 to 5:30.

Now, have that cable sweater you've
wanted, but forget about drycleaning
bills. This one is hand washable.
Great for keeping warm or just looking great. Choose navy, ivory, red
Or, better yet, have all three colors.
$19. Misses' S-M-L.

LASALLBS

Com* in for on individualized consultation on o personalized
hairstyle — designed
to suit your facial
structure, hair type,
body proportions and
lifestyle. Call us today.
Hours:
Mon.- Thurs. 8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Fri. 8 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Sat. 8:30 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.

=the
ARRANGEMENT
123 E. Court

352-4101
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Weekend wrap-up.
Miami nips BG kickers
OXFORD- Lately it has appeared
that opponents of Bowling Green's
soccer team have been using a shield
in front of their nets. Saturday it was
destroyed.
After going without a goal for
more than two hours of play the
Falcons put one in the net. However,
the Miami Redskins countered with
a couple of their own and walked
away with a 2-1 decision at Lane
Field.
Sophomore striker Don Popp
tallied his first collegiate goal,
heading a corner kick past MU
goalie Gary Bingham at 20:53 of the
second half. Steve Theophilus
assisted for the state's fourth-ranked
Falcons, now 1-2.
Popp's goal, also his first point as
a Falcon, snapped a skein of 120
minutes, 27 seconds BG went without
a goal. But two Redskin scores in the
first half handed the Falcons their
second straight defeat

MIAMI, ranked fifth in Ohio, got
on the board when Jeff Willian notched his second goal of the season at
22:38. Brad Kovin was credited with
the assist of a shot that beat BG
goalie Joe Koury to the left side of
the net.
The Redskins scored the gamewinner when freshman Matas
Rutenis took control of a loose ball
following a BG defensive mixup and
walked in unassisted at 37:11.
Rutenis' fourth goal of the season
raised MU's ledger to 4-1-1 and
helped solidify its ranking of sixth in
the Mideast.
Koury recorded four saves in the
contest to Bingham's nine, as BG
outshot the Redskins, 20-11.
The Falcons host the Evansville
Aces at Mickey Cochrane Field
tomorrow at 1 p.m. Earlier this
season, Evansville beat MU, 3-2, in
overtime at Lane Field.

BSU rips Falcon spikers
Bowling Green's volleyball team
wasn't able to come from behind
Saturday as it had in its opening
match and lost to Ball State, 15-10,
154, and 15-11.
"I think we beat ourselves," BG
coach Sandra Haines said. "It was a
game of mistakes. It was a good
learning experience for us as a
team."
THE FIRST game was a see-saw
battle until Ball State reeled off nine
of the last 10 points in the game to
overcome a 9-6 BG lead. That was
the only time the Cardinals were
forced to come from behind late in a
game to win
BSU jumped off to a 5-0 lead in the
second game of the match and was
clearly in control.

BG took an early 4-0 lead in the
third game, but Ball State rallied for
11 straight points and increased its
lead to 13-5 before the Falcons cut
the margin to 13-11. It was a case of
too little, too late, however, and Ball
State went on to win, 15-11.
"I THOUGHT we were very evenly matched. We did not create our
own opportunities," Haines said.
"Our greatest weakness in the game
was our backcourt defense."
BG travels to Cleveland State for a
match tomorrow and will return
home for a match with Indiana State
Friday competing in the Eastern
Michigan Invitational this weekend
in Ypsilanti."This week is going to be
rough, but we look forward to it as a
challenge," Haines said.

BG stickers drop pair
Inconsistency on offense was
Bowling Green's downfall as its field
hockey team dropped a pair of
games over the weekend, losing to
Southern Illinois, 34, and Denison,
3-2.
The Falcons, 1-2, travel to Oberlin
today for a 4:30 match.
"WE NEED consistency on offense. Our defense is not bad, but
when you're on defense 80 percent of
the time, the other team is going to
score," BG coach Pat Brett said.
The losses overshadowed two
outstanding performances by
freshman goalie Terri Stanton, who
recorded 11 saves against Southern
Illinois and 19 against Denison.
THE BG-SOUTHERN Illinois
game was a defensive battle that re-

mained scoreless until SIU's Karen
Tonk scored with just three minutes
left in the first half. Cynthia Davis
and Ellen Massey added goals late in
the second half to secure the victory.
The Falcon-Denison match also
remained scoreless throughout
much of the first half before Denison
took a 1-0 lead. Nancy Smith and Deb
Lux later tallied for BG, but it was
not enough.
Brett said she hopes that the
Falcons will be able to improve their
offense at Oberlin.
"They're generally a weak team
and I'm hoping that they are again
this year so we can work on our offense," she said. "I know we can do
it (play well on offense) because
we've done it in streaks, but not consistently."

Ryan, Eaton pace harriers
Bowling Green's Betsy Ryan and
Stephanie Eaton placed fourth and
eighth, respectively, leading the
women's cross country team to a
third- place finish in Saturday's
Eastern Michigan Invitational in Ypsilanti.
BG coach Sid Sink said the finish
was especially satisfying since it accomplished the Falcons' main goal
going into the meet - being able to
place ahead of the five Mid-American
Conference opponents participating.
"We ran as a team really for the
first time this year," Sink said. "We
ran super. Just about everyone ran
her best race."
Sink said he was concerned that
with the loss of his No.3 runner, Kathy
Kaczor, who sustained an ankle injury
last week, his harriers might have
fallen short of their objective.

5,000-meter course in 18:07 and Eaton
in 18:27, the Falcons totalled 100 team
points, which placed them in a tie,
point-wise, with the host Hurons. But
because the Falcons placed the fifth
runner ahead of EMU's, BG placed
third while its MAC rival had to settle
for fourth.
Ohio State, behind the performace
of meet medalist Beth Sheridan, won
the invitational easily, totally 42
points. Indiana placed second overall
with 97 points.
Bev Lynch (19:08), Barb Kritzler
(19:09) and Terri Gindlesberger
(19:18) rounded out BG's top five by
placing 26th, 27th, and 35th, respectively.
Suik said he was particularly pleased with the times from the "middle
group" of harriers, which included
kritzler, Gindlesberger, Lynch, Sandra Cook (37th, 19:20) and Brenda
BUT WITH Ryan running the hilly Nicodemus (47th, 19:36).

McNamara not ready
to concede pennant
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati Reds are down to their last gasp
of breath in the National League West
pennant race, but Manager John
McNamara, the eternal optimist personified, won't concede the title to
anybody.
"If you're breathing, you're still
alive-and we're still breathing," said
McNamara, whose club had a day off
yesterday before closing the season
with five games at home.
"You have to give these guys credit.
They didn't fold up their tents. That's
what this club is about. It's a carry
over from year to year. There's a
tradition of winning here."
Cincinnati salvaged a victory Sunday, the only one in a three-game
series with the Houston Astros, to remain in the race-technically.
HOWEVER, the Reds, the defending Western Division champs, would
be eliminated-regardless of what
they do-if the Astros win just three of
their remaining six games.
McNamara said he took his club in-

to Houston confidently, thinking the
Reds could gain ground on the Astros.
Instead, he was devastated by two
straight shutout losses.
"We were flying when we came in
from San Diego, and we have our
three best pitchers-Tom Seaver,
Mario Soto and Frank Pastore-ready
to go," McNamara said. "I really
thought after San Diego we'd walk in
and win at least two out of three and
walk out with a great chance.
"And then to have that happen, it
really hurts. I'm dying inside."
If the Reds are mathematically
eliminated from the pennant race
soon, McNamara is ready to begin
planning for next year. He plans to
talk with catcher Johnny Bench about
Bench's future with the club.
"I PLAN to sit down and talk to him
this coming week away from the
ballpark. I want to see what's on his
mind," McNamara said.
Bench has said all season that he
wants this to be his last year as Cincinnati's full-time catcher.

Sports briefs.
The Bowling Green Racquet Club
will host the WKIQ Racquetball
Open Toumment Oct. 6-12 at the
club, 1111 Haskins Road.
Entry forms are available at tne
club and the Student Recreation
Center. Entry fee is $12 with the
deadline Oct. 3.

Entries are being accepted in six
men's and four women's categories.
Plaques will be awarded to the winners and second place finisher in
each division. Each participant will
recieve a free tournament T-shirt.
More information may be obtained
by calling the club at 352-3641.

IM notes
Entry forms for touch football,
soccer and tennis are due by 5 p.m.
today in the IM office, 201 Memorial
Hall. Play begins next Monday at 5
p.m.
Students interested in officiating
IM football for pay should contact

the IM secretary at 2-2876. A rules
clinic for all officials will be held
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in 202
Memorial Hall.
Entry forms for fraternity hockey
and the all-campus cross country
meet are available at the IM office.
Entry forms are due Oct. 14.

NEED HELP?
Become a college campus dealer
sell brand name audio & video
components low prices high profits
no investment necessary
for details contact:

Call the Community
Chest Information &.
Referral Center at
244-3728

Southern Electronics Distributors Inc
2125 Mountain Industrial Blvd.
Tucker, Ga. 30084...
or call toll free 800-241-6270
ask for Mr. Leibowitz

Hair Unlimited Presents

THE TANNING CENTER
I43W. WOOSTER

353-3281

Maintain that
gorgeous summer
TAN at our
Convenient Downtown
Location
SPECIAL RATE WITH THIS AD

ewea

The BG News
is looking for

Copy Editors
Apply 106 University Hall
in person by 5 p.m. Oct. 1
Interested h Broadcast Journalism
and wiling to work at it?

Radio News wants
News Voices
Applications available at
413 South Hall
in the Broadcasting Dept.
APPLY NOW!
Your career deoendi on your etpeisaicc from working in
Broadcasting. B.C. Radio Neon can give
you the experience you need

No experience necessary!

?•*••***•****
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Sports.
Falcons' effort not enough to overcome UK Wildcats
by Pal Kennedy
assistant sports editor

LEXINGTON, Ky. - In some ways,
Bowling Green's 21-20 loss to the
University of Kentucky Saturday was
just like the other three losses this
season.
In other ways it was not.
Like the last three weeks, the outcome of the contest was in doubt until
the closing moments. Like the last
three weeks, BG lost. But unlike the
last three weeks, the Falcons platooned their quarterbacks, held errors to a
minimum and played a gutsy defensive game.
THE FINAL scoring drive epitomized the Falcons' frustration this
season.

After Kentucky scored the go-ahead
touchdown with 3:34 left in the game,
Oiip Otten took the kickoff and returned it 11 yards to the BG 21. On a second and 10, senior quarterback Dave
Endres completed a 12-yard pass to
tight end John Park. Tailback Bryant
Jones, the games' leading rusher with
105 yards in 24 carries, carried off
right tackle for two plays and the
Falcons had a first down at the BG 47.
Endres then completed passes of 20
and seven yards to Dan Shetler and
Otten before sophomore quarterback
Greg Taylor subbed and ran around
right end for seven yards to the UK 19
with just over a minute to play. Otten
ran around left end for three yards
and the Wildcats called a timeout with
:59 left.

Endres then returned to hit
sophomore wide receiver Mark
Fierek with a six-yard pass before
sneaking up the middle to set up a first
and goal at the Kentucky nine. On the
next play, Endres hit fullback Tom
Glendening with a TD pass, and the
Falcons had narrowed the gap to 21-20
with : 37 remaining. Here they elected
to go for the win.
ENDRES TOOK the snap from
center, dropped back under some
pressure, and spotted senior tight end
Dave Panczyk alone in the endzone.
His pass was short and Kentucky,
after recovering an onside kick, ran
out the clock to gain its second victory
against two defeats.
BG coach Denny Stolz said the two-

point play was an easy one to call.
"We had that play called on the 20,"
he said. "That's the same play we used to score the No. 2 touchdown.
That's why they called a timeout (to
defense John Park, who had scored
the NO. 2 touchdown for BG). We feel
that everybody in the ballgame is a
player
"I wouldn't call that play and put
him (Taylor) in. That's a play we put
in two weeks ago. The last play of
every ballgame has made a difference. Obviously what we're doing
isn't bad. The (BG) defense played
good - that ballclub (Kentucky)
scored 30 points on Indiana."

"They've been having more success
running and that's what we expected
them to do (on the PAT)," he said.
"He (Panczyk) was open, they just
delivered a bad pass."
Kentucky scored the winning
touchdown on a drive following a
Falcon miscue. Bowling Green had
recovered a UK fumble at the Wildcat
28, but the drive stalled at the Kentucky 20 and John Spengler was called
on to kick a 36-yard field goal at the
8:40 mark in the fourth quarter.
The snap was good but placeholder
Shetler mishandled it and the fumble
was recovered by Steve Willis at the
Wildcat 31. Stolz said Shetler had
never made a mistake of that nature
CURCI, HOWEVER, said he was in college.
surprised by the two-point conversion.
"I CANT believe Shetler let the ball
go through his hands," he said. "He's
never done that before in college.
That was one of the two or three
mistakes we had all day."
Aided by a pass interference call
and the quarterback to tight end combo of Randy Jenkins to Jim Campbell,
the Wildcats moved the 69 yards with
fullback Randy Brooks diving over
the middle one yard for the TD. Tom
Griggs added the PAT and UK led
21-14.
Kentucky took the opening kickoff
of the game, ran to the UK 15 and into
a Falcon buzzsaw. Their first series
lost a yard with Tom Ross, Dough
Carr and Rick Iverson making the
tackles that forced the Cats to punt
from their 14.
The Falcons took the ball at the BG
43 following Jenkins' 43-yard punt and
tailback Jones started where he ended
against Long Beach the week before,
carrying 25 yards on three plays. The
Kentucky defense stiffened, stopping
Bowling Green at the UK 16, and John
Spengler's 32-yard field goal attempt
was wide to the right. After trading
punts, UK was again forced to punt
and Jenkins' 23-yarder went out of
bounds at the Wildcat 46 early in the
second quarter.

THIS TIME the Falcons took advantage of the break, with tailback Kevin
Folkes capping the drive on a oneyard run around right end. Spengler
added his 58th straignt PAT and BG
led 7-0 with 9:50 left in the first half.
Kentucky countered with the passing attack of Jenkins, who capped the
eight-play, 76-yard drive with a
13-yard pass to Campbell. Griggs'
PAT knotted the score at 7-7 with 7:05
remaining in the first half.
Midway through the thrid quarter
the Wilcats struck again. Starting on
the UK 28, following a 42-yard Jeff
Higgins punt, Jenkins hit Campbell
twice for 35 yards before finding
Brooks in the endzone for a 15-yard
TD pass. With another Griggs PAT,
Kentucky led 14-7 with 4:09 left in the
period.
"I THOUGHT they'd throw the ball
on us," he said. "They did throw the
ball well. They beat us in the man-toman and they beat us in the zone. I
know he (Campbell) had a lot (of
receptions). Jenkins is a good player
and Campbell was their big threat in
receiving."
The Falcons st.-ond TD drive
started with a bad punt. Later in the
third quarter, Jenkins shanked a nineyard punt from midfield. Endres
came out throwing and 10 plays later
hit senior tight end John Park with a
three-yard pass in the endzone, for
Park's first tally of the season.
Spengler kept his PAT streak alive,
and with 13:08 left in the game, the
score was knotted at 14-14.

Statistics
First downs
Rushes yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Passes completed
Punts
Fumbles lost
Penalties yards

BG
Ken.
22
22
59 180
36-87
128
275
0
3
11 170 23-330
6 38
428
20
63
327
419

Ali up to old tricks,
champ Holmes
■■■■■■■■■naaaBaiu
staff photo by Scott Keeler

BG's (left to right) Chuck Pullom, Dave Agosta, Chris Los and cocaptain Jeff Martin ran side-by-side throughout last Saturday's 26-32
dual meet victory over Miami at the University Golf Course. The group

finished In a four-way tie for sixth place and proved instrumental in the
Falcons fourth straight MAC win. Miami's Brian Pownall won the meet in
31:25. Chris Koehler continued to pace the Falcons, finishing second.

Harriers whip Miami for fourth straight win
by Christopher Sherk
staff reporter

Any doubts as to the legitimacy of Bowling Green's bid for a MidAmerican Conference men's cross country title were laid to rest Saturday as
the Falcon harriers teammed up for a 26-32 MAC dual meet win over always-tough Miami at the University Golf Course.
The victory avenged a 25-32 loss to the Redskins at Oxford last season and
boosted BG's dual meet record to 4-0. It was Miami's first dual meet defeat
in 1980, as well as its first loss to a MAC opponent in more than two years
breaking a string of 14 consective victories.
The Redskins were able to place their first three runners in the meet's top
five, but a BG sweep of the next four finishers spelled defeat for depth-less
Miami.
Brian Pownall, everybody's favorite for the MAC individual title this fall,
was never seriously challenged in covering the 6.2 mile course in 31.25. After
tailing teammate Steve Olive for the race's first two miles, Pownall soon settled into his accustomed fast pace, at times stretching the distance between
himself and his pursuers by as much as 20 seconds. In the end, he owned a 12
second victory over BG's Chris Koehler, who finished second in 31.37.
STEVE HOUSLEY was another Falcon who was able to overcome Olive and
slip into the top five finishers. Housley was still behind the'Miami freshman
at the three mile mark, but keeping his eye on teammate Koehler, he soon
passed Olive and wound up 10 seconds ahead at the finish line.
But the race was really decided 45 seconds later when a group of four

Falcons jointly trotted across the line to block out any remaining hopes for
the visiting Redskins.
The foursome consisted of co-captain Jeff Martin, Chuck Pullom, Dave
Agosta and Chris Los. Together they separated Miami's first three finishers
in the meet's top five from its last two, who ended up 10th and 12th.
"WE REALIZED we could run together," Martin said of his foursome,
"and that's the way to win it-run as a team. As the race went on, we knew
the four of us could make the difference.
"We knew they ,'Mirmi) had three people up there, but after that they
didn't seem to have that much."
BG coach Mel Brodt emphasized that his harriers pack-running decided
the meet, something the Falcons weren't as successful at doing last week in
their surprisingly narrow 24-32 win over Ohio.
"We were running together more this week than last," Brodt said. "Last
week, we literally fell apart, and that probably came from taking Ohio too
lightly.
"This race you could see developing between the two and three-mile
marks, where our four were running together. Steve and Chris stayed up
with the first group like we hoped."
Brodt said he thought Pownall's big lead may have hurt Miami as a team
because he pulled so far away from his runningmates.
"Pownall is probably the best in the conference right now," Brodt said.
"And you could see that he was running fairly easily after three or four
miles. But when he broke away like that, he probably broke up his own
group. That's what happens when your leader pulls away from your group."

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - Muhammad Ali called Larry Holmes "a
plaything to me" and eluded the
heavyweight champion for sleeping
through a news conference yesterday.
"He's a little boy," Ali said during
an interview in his hotel suite. "I'm
not the least bit worried about
Holmes."
Ali will try to become heavyweight
champion for a fourth time Thursday
night when he fights Holmes at
Caesars Palace for the World Boxing
Council title. •
"I'll be the athlete with a record
that'll never be broken," said the
38-year-old Ali. "They say, 'Records
are made to be broken.' They say,
'They never come back.' I stopped
that saying."
ALI WAS fairly subdued when he
made a brief appearance at a press
luncheon. But he did chide Holmes
and, of course, offer a rhyme.
"I made him," Ali said of his onetime sparring partner. "Then, he got
so big, so proud, that he don't show up.
"His behind shall be mine by round
nine."
Ali said Holmes won't be able to
handle the pressure of the moment
and that the champion doesn't have
the kind of motivation needed to win.
While trying to win the title for a
fourth time is a big challenge"That's the only reason I'm coming
back," says Ali- it is not considered
by Ali to be one of the major
challenges of his career.
"When I first announced that I was
a Black Muslim (after he beat Sonny

Liston for his first title in 1964), that
was the greatest challenge. That took
more guts then whipping 50 Holmes."
ALI RANKED as his second
greatest challenge "not takin' the
step."
On April 28,1967, Ali refused to take
the traditional step forward at the
ceremony for induction into the Army. He was convicted of draft evasion, a conviction that later was overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court,
and banished from boxing, not to
return until 1970.
He failed to regain the title when he
was knocked down and outpointed by
Joe Frazier March 8,1971. But he got
it back Oct. 30,1974, when he knocked
out George Foreman in the eighth
round at Kinshasa, Zaire.
He lost it again when he was outpointed by Leon Spinks and then
regained the World Boxing Association part of the title by outpointing
Spinks in his last fight Sept. 15,1978.
"Holmes ain't the real champion,"
said Ali. "He beat Norton, and Norton
didn't deserve the title."
The WBC withdrew title recognition
from Spinks and recognized Norton
after Spinks signed for the All
rematch rather than defend against
Ken Norton. In Norton's first defense,
he lost the title to Holmes June 9,1978.
"Holmes is too old, really. Holmes
will be 31 Nov. 31. 'Thirty-one is too old
for a heavywieght, for a big man,"
said Ali.
"But you're 38," Ali was reminded.
"I'm not human," replied Ali.

Arzoomanian, Olson among final hockey roster cuts
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

Derek Arzoomanian and Doug
Olson, two veterans of Bowling
Green's hockey team, were among
the final roster cuts announced Sunday by coach Jerry York.
Arzoomanian and Olson were the
only experienced players cut by York
as he trimmed his roster to 25. Arzoomnain, a defenseman, played in 17
of the Falcons' 38 contests last season,
notching three goals and an assist.
Olson tallied two goals and six assists
in 31 games at his wing position.
"There were a number of qualified
applicants for each position," York
said of his roster decision. "In my 10
years of coaching, this was the most

competitive situation of numerical
spots 1-25.
"It was a very difficult process to
pick 25 of the 42 we had trying out"
YORK SELECTED nine freshmen to
compose a squad of which 15 players
are either in their first or second year
of collegiate hockey. Only two seniors
are on the roster.
Newcomers to the Falcons include
freshman defensemen Wayne Wilson,
Mike Pikul and Shannon Hope and forwards Tim Hack, Dave O'Brian,
Perry Braun, Nick Bandescu, Peter
Wilson and John Samanski. Forwards
Frank Kelly and Andre Latreille, both
members of last year's club team,
also have made the squad.
York announced he will keep three
goalies, 15 forwards and seven

defensemen on the squad. He added Cotter, both Rousell Mackenzie and
that Brian MacLellan will retain his John Gibb elected not to return to the
wing position and not be moved to University this fall.
defense.
Gibb, meanwhile, has recently been
reassigned from the New York
"We feel we have seven fine Islanders National Hockey League
defensemen," York said. "Due to the training camp.
play of the four returning
Gibb informed York that he was godefensemen, coupled with the talent of ing to give professional hockey a try
our three incoming freshmen, we ap- last spring. Gibb was reportedly ofpear to be very settled on the blue fered a $27,000 one-year contract with
line." MacLellan, who played with a $5,000 signing bonus by the
Wilson during the summer, said that Islanders.
both Wilson and Pikul would be
But Gibb, reached at his home in
capable of stepping in for the four experiended defensemen the Falcons Toronto, Ont., yesterday refused to
disclose the terms of his contract oflost.
fer.
"Right now, I haven't even signed,"
ON THE* defense, aside from Arzoomanian and the graduated Mike he said.

Even if he doesn't sign, Gibb is in- NHL this season.
eligible to participate in collegiate
"It's different waiting, especially
hockey as he attended a professional after being let go fron the NHL
camp. Gibb also played in an exhibi- camp," said Gibb who scored six
tion game against New York Rangers goals and added 12 assists last season
affiliate, New Haven, where Mark in 38 games for the Falcons. "I'm a litWells, a former Falcon and member tle disappointed, but I know they (the
of the 1980 U.S. gold medal winning Islanders) have a good team."
hockey team, has been reassigned.
Gibb was told he wouldn't be reporting to Indianapolis, the Islanders top
GIBB SAID he was told by the farm team, because "there will
Islanders he will be assigned to one of already be too many people there."
their farm teams later in the week. He He said he left BG because another
pointed out that since most camps do "disappointing" personal year would
not open until tomorrow, it will be a hinder his professional chances.
few days until he is told where to
"I didn't have a good year at Bowlreport.
ing Green and I thought if I had
Until that time, he is waiting for in- another one like that I wouldn't make
structions, expressing disappoint- pro hockey," he said. "I hope to find
ment that he won't be playing in the out where I'm going right now."

